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1. Abstract  
XRCF is an ICO investing fund, that will invest in promising ICOs. The fund token is an 
ERC-20 token built on an Ethereum Smart Contract that pays a quarterly dividend based 
on the performance of the fund. Each token represents a unit or a single share in the fund. 


USD will be the base currency for the fund. The fund will invest in the technology and 
marketing of the ICOs for tokens and try to generate returns on it. 


The ICO will be live at 11 AM GMT, 1st March, 2018 to  11PM GMT 2nd March, 2018., 
There will be a hardcap of 2500 ETH.


Price of the token during the ICO will be 0.01 ETH. There are 250,000 XRCF tokens pre-
mined. The fund will be pegged against USD and NaV calculation will begin based on the 
ETH price on 2nd March at 12 PM GMT.  At the end of each quarter, the USD profit will be 
converted in ETH and sent to the token holders after deducting a 20% performance fee. 


2. Investing  
The fund will invest based on discretionary market analysis by the team. 


The fund will invest in the seed stage and pre-ICO stage at a discounted token price in 
the promising ICOs. The fund will also invest in marketing of the companies to create 
liquidity and push the price higher. 


Investment size in each ICO will range from 50 ETH to 400 ETH depending on various 
factors and probability of the token getting listed on an exchange and having sufficient 
liquidity there.  If a token does not get listed, the fund will liquidate it in the secondary 
market. 


Average time frame for an investment from entry to exit will be 2-6 months.  We will 
identify and invest in only those opportunities where an exit is possible within 6 months 
time period. 


USD will be a base currency for the fund.  The capital not being invested will be kept in 
ETH,NEO, BTC, Waves, LTC in a bull market and in USD,USDT during a bear market.  
 



The fund will not actively trade and will not short, but in a bear market, will convert the 
cryptos into fiat and vice versa. 


20% of the fund will be kept as a reserve fund in USD or ETH, NEO, Waves, BTC, LTC 
depending on the market environment. 


70% of the fund will be used to invest in seed, pre-ICO and ICO rounds.


10% of the fund will be used to invest in marketing some of the companies to create 
additional liquidity on the exchanges and push the prices. 


3. ICO Details 
The ICO will be live at 11 AM GMT, 1st March, 2018 to  11PM GMT 2nd March, 2018., 
There will be a hardcap of 2500 ETH. (If the hardcap is not met, Rohan will invest 
whatever is the remaining difference below the hardcap at the end of the ICO. ) 


The management team does not hold any tokens (by default, unless bought in the open 
market or ICO) 

The fund NaV calculation will begin from 12 AM GMT 2nd March,2018 after the 
completion of the ICO.  All the Ethers raised during the ICO will be converted into USD/ 
USDT or held in ETH depending on the market condition. 


The fund will be pegged against USD. 

e.g. - The fund raises 2500 ETH and price of of ETH on 2nd is $1000, size of the fund will 
be $2,500,000 and price per token will be $10. 


4. NaV Calculation, Profit Sharing and Redemptions 
The fund NaV( Net Asset Value) calculation will begin from 2nd March after the completion 
of the ICO. 


Unlike other funds in the market, charging a high operations/ management fee, this fund 
will not charge any fixed management or operations fee. 

The fund will charge a performance fee of 20% on the profits made, 50% of the profits 
will be distributed as dividends and 50% of the profits will be reinvested back into the 
fund to grow the NaV, 


Example of NaV calculation and profit sharing -  
The fund raises 2500 ETH by selling 250,000 tokens during the ICO and if ETH on 2nd 
March, at the end of the ICO is at $1000, the NaV of the fund will be $2,500,000 and price 
per token will be $10. 


The first quarter will be from 1st March to 31st May, 2018. Dividends will be distributed on 
31st May. 


If the fund’s NaV at the start is $2,500,000 and NaV on 31st May is $5,000,000 , there is a 
net profit of $2,500,000.  
Out of $2,500,000 20% will be charged as a performance fee and $2,000,000 will be net 
profit after the fees. Out of that 50%, i.e- $1,000,000 worth Ethers will be bought and will 
be distributed to all token holders. $1,000,000 will be reinvested back into the fund to 
increase the Net Asset Value over a period of time. 




In case of a quarterly loss, the management team shall not charge any fees. 


Redemptions -  
Unlike other funds in the market, this fund will offer quarterly redemptions to the investors 
and if an investor wants to get a full exit, he can redeem all of his holdings into the fund 
hence making this fund a highly liquid investment and the token price reflects actual NaV 
of the fund and not just a speculative price.  The token will be available on Etherdelta, fork 
delta and other decentralised exchanges. We will try to get it listed on exchanges which 
allows dividend paying tokens. 


At the beginning of every quarter, a redemption address will be shared where people can 
send their tokens and get their investment in the fund back, along with the profits. 


In the case of a quarterly loss, redemptions will be done at the intrinsic price of the token. 

e.g The fund has lost 10% in the first quarter. You can get your investment back at a rate 
of $9 per token. If the fund has a negative quarter, the fund will not charge any 
performance fee until it is in net profits again. 


5. Transparency  
Exchange deposits and withdrawal addresses will be shared with the investors. 


There will be a portfolio holdings report shared with the investors which will include 
information about all current holdings. Most of the tokens will be held in an ERC20 and 
Neo wallet and wallet addresses will be public. 


We will announce exact details about the investment size and discount in an ICO after the 
Coin’s public sale is over.  
The plans to keep funds in wallets most of the times, unless the market is bearish and is 
kept in USD on exchanges. 


6. Team 
Rohan Rathod -  
Rohan has studied Computer Science & Engineering and have a trading experience of 4.5 
years trading Forex, Equities, Equitiy Derivatives, Commodities, Bonds, Interest Rate 
Swaps and CryptoCurrencies. 


Xan Ashley -  
Xan is a crypto investor who has successfully invested in many successful ICOs and have 
had over 30x returns in the past year.  

7. Expansion Plans and Summary  
The fund plans to cap itself at 2500 ETH. 50% of the profits will be reinvested back into 
the fund. There will not be any additional investment round for this fund as compared to 



the main RCF fund as the ICO investments will be held for a longer term and additional 
investments can dilute the token price. 


For questions, you can reach out to me at rohanrathod8758@gmail.com or on Telegram at 
@rohanrathod
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